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Bander and scribe at 2-m apart (left) and with PVC curtain and an acrylic “window” (right).
 Photos by Jannaca Chick

KLAMATH BIRD OBSERVATORY (Humboldt Bay Bird Observatory station -- HBBO)

    The station, in extreme northern California 
near Arcata, is part of KBO and is adjacent to 
the Lanphere Dunes Unit of the Humboldt Bay 
National Wildlife Refuge. It is bordered by the Mad 
River Slough, open pastures, and coastal dune and 
riparian forest. This variety of habitats supports a 
high diversity of bird species. Bird populations and 
demographics have been monitored at the station 
continuously since 1982. The station is run year-
round with different sampling regimes by season. 
In addition to capturing and banding birds and 
collecting demographic information, we conduct 
area search censuses and a comprehensive species 

in volunteer participation in 2020 and may create 
some logistical issues in 2021. Despite these 
challenges, RPBO was able to safely involve more 
than 120 volunteers in our projects.
    British Columbia public schools closed 
to in-person instruction at the end of March 
2020. As a result, RPBO was unable to offer its 
standard classroom programs for Grades 1-5. 
As an alternative, RPBO used social media to 
share distance learning resources with parents 
and teachers of elementary and middle school 
students to inspire home learning opportunities 
related to birds and conservation. Resources were 
posted twice a week. World Migratory Bird Day 
and Christmas Bird Count for Kids events were 
moved to online presentations. RPBO did manage 

a few outdoor in-person events such as a bird 
identification course, day camps, and downscaled 
visits to the banding station following event-
specific protocols. 
    It is unlikely that all of RPBO’s staff and 
volunteers will have access to vaccinations before 
the season starts up again, so RPBO anticipates 
having to use its protocols again in 2021. RPBO 
aimed to conduct all of its field operations 
safely and within both the letter and spirit of the 
regulations and guidelines issued by Federal and 
Provincial Health Authorities.  RPBO succeeded 
thanks to the dedication and expertise of our staff 
and volunteers. 
        Jannaca Chick and Ann Nightingale  
      (RPBO Board members)
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checklist during each session. Our proximity to 
the Humboldt State University has allowed us to 
provide training and experience in bird monitoring, 
and research techniques to students pursuing 
careers in wildlife, and given us access to highly-
motivated biologists, many of whom have gone on 
to careers in wildlife.
     On a typical day we would have six students 
and one trainer running the station. The arrival of 
the pandemic in March 2020 brought activities 
at HBBO to a sudden halt. About a month later, 
we developed a protocol for physically distanced 
banding. We limited our crew to two of our more 
experienced banders capable of working with 
minimal assistance. We divided the station into two 
sub-stations. Each sub-station is run independently 
and is equipped with separate tools, bands, and 
forms. 
 

     
 
     
      Spring banding was productive, including good 
numbers of Yellow-rumped Warblers, that had 
been notably absent in the early months of 2020. 
The expected mob of swallows returned to nest 
in the barn and numerous swallow boxes around 
the station. Many Barn, Cliff, Tree, and Violet-
greens were processed, including some recaptures 
banded in previous years. In early June, a Brown 
Thrasher was observed at the station, and we 
were fortunate enough capture and band it. Early 
fall migration brought us Western Tanagers and a 
rare Northern Waterthrush. In late November and 
early December, two Swainson’s Thrushes were 

captured - very unusually late. Other highlights 
include captures of Brown Creepers, Chipping 
Sparrows, and Sharp-shinned Hawks. We also 
have a higher than usual number of White-throated 
Sparrows wintering here.
    Working through the challenges of the pandemic 
certainly has made running the station more 
difficult, but also especially rewarding. Our two 
principal banders have really stepped up to the 
plate and taken on their added responsibilities 
admirably. They do miss the comradery of our 
usual team but they have gained independence and 
self-reliance. The volunteers and their experiences 
enrich our program. We are looking forward to our 
team reuniting and welcoming new students soon.

Amaya Bechler, Jayde Blair, 
and Kimberly Hollinger

Humboldt Bay Bird Observatory

Amaya Bechler banding a really 
rare Brown Thrasher, June 2020

POINT BLUE CONSERVATION SCIENCE

    
       

        Point Blue Conservation Science’s Palomarin 
Field Station, located in Point Reyes National 
Seashore, has been able to successfully navigate 
the many challenges presented by the COVID-19 
pandemic to continue our banding operations and 
internships. A new crew of interns had recently 
arrived when the first shelter-in-place order in 
mid-March of 2020 began. From the beginning,   
our goal would be to ensure the safety of all interns 
and staff, and only then would we consider how 
and if we could continue banding activities. Clear 
and frequent communication was key to ensuring 
that we were meeting everyone’s expectations for 
safety, and we continue to have those conversations 
regularly today, including weekly check-ins.
      Our field station provides communal housing 
for our interns, so the first decision we made was 
that people could shelter in place here or choose to 
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